
of its advantages over the traditional sub-Tenon
anaesthetic techniques.
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Sir,
Dante and asthenopia: a modern visual problem
described during the Middle Ages

One of the oldest descriptions of asthenopia
(or eyestrain) may be evidenced in the ‘Convivio’
(‘The Banquet’), a less-known work by the Italian poet
Dante Alighieri (1265–1321). It should come as no
surprise to find some descriptions of medical problems
in Dante’s encyclopedic literary works.1,2 Indeed, the
poet had to be enrolled in the guild of physicians and
apothecaries (‘ars medicorum et spetiariorum’) to take part
in the public and political life of Florence; so, although he
never practiced medicine, Dante studied the basic
principles of science and medicine.3 His knowledge on

classical optics and human eye functions may be
evidenced by accurate descriptions of optical phenomena
(eg reflection and refraction) and visual problems
(eg presbyopia) in some passages of his masterpiece,
the ‘Divine Comedy’.3 In the ‘Convivio’, a prose work
written between 1304 and 1307, Dante provided with us
an accurate description of a sudden visual disorder that
he suffered from when he was 27 years old: ‘for greatly
taxing my sight in eagerness of reading, I so weakened
the visual spirits that all the stars appeared to me to be
shadowed by a kind of halo’ (Conv. 3, 9).4 This
description may be referred to asthenopia, a visual
disorder that reveals itself through eyestrain, fatigue,
pain in or around the eyes, and blurred vision.5

Aside from the association with jobs requiring intensive
utilization of visual display terminals, its etiology and
patho-physiology remain unknown. However, sometimes
it appears to be due to specific visual problems such as
uncorrected refraction errors or binocular vision
problems.5 For this reason, some authors postulated that
Dante may have suffered from uncorrected hyperopia or
astigmatism.3 Interestingly, the Italian poet also reported
how his own visual disorder was solved, stating that
‘by long repose in dark and cool places, and cooling the
body of eye in clear water, I knit together again the
disintegrated power, so as to return to my former good
condition of sight’ (Conv. 3, 9).4 All of which is echoed
today, and medieval treatment of this condition doesn’t
seem to be so dissimilar from modern suggestions of
ophthalmologists, orthoptists, and visual therapists.
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